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Abstract—Combinatorial optimization is a fundamental prob-
lem found in many fields. In many real life situations, the
constraints and the objective function forming the optimization
problem are naturally distributed amongst different sites in some
fashion. The typical approach is to collect all of this information
together and centrally solve the problem. However, this requires
all parties to completely share their information, which may
lead to serious privacy issues. Privacy-preserving techniques
need to be developed to enable distributed optimization with
limited information disclosure. A further complicating fa ctor is
that combinatorial optimization problems are typically NP-hard,
requiring approximation algorithms or heuristics to provi de
a practical solution. In this paper, we focus on a very well-
known hard problem – the distributed graph coloring problem,
which has been utilized to model many practical problems in
scheduling and resource allocation. We propose an efficient
protocol that securely solves this problem based on the tabu
search metaheuristic. Specifically, our solution uses a distributed
local search algorithm to find a good solution. We analyze the
security of our approach and experimentally demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Optimization is a fundamental problem found in many
fields, and it has many applications in operational research,
artificial intelligence, machine learning and mathematics. In
many real life situations, the constraints and the objective func-
tion forming the optimization problem are naturally distributed
amongst different sites in some fashion. The typical approach
is to collect all of this information together and centrallysolve
the problem. For example in supply chain management, since
the delivery trucks are not always fully loaded (i.e. empty25%
of the time), a collaborative logistics service (Nistevo.com) can
be utilized to merge loads from different companies bound
to the same destination. Huge savings were realized in such
collaborative transportation (freight costs were cut by 15%, for
an annual savings of $2 million[20]), which can be modeled
as a typical distributed linear programming problem.

However, this requires all parties to completely share their
information, which may lead to serious privacy issues simply
because each party’s portion of the optimization problem
typically refers to its private information. i.e. In constrained
optimization, the private constraints often describe the limi-
tations or preferences of a party, and each party’s share of
the global solution represents its private output in the global
best decision or assignments. Even without privacy constraints,
solving an optimization problem typically is computation-

ally very expensive. Thus, an open question is whether we
can solve such problems both securely and efficiently? This
challenging issue has been investigated only in the context
of a few optimization problems. Specifically, Vaidya [21]
securely solved the collaborative linear programming problem,
assuming that one party holds its private objective function
while the other party holds its private constraints. Sakumaet
al. [16] proposed a genetic algorithm for securely solving two-
party distributed traveler salesman problem (TSP), assuming
that one party holds the cost vector while the other party
holds the exact cities that should be traveled. Atallah et
al.[1] proposed protocols for secure supply chain management.
However, none of these can be used to solve general problems
such as distributed scheduling, or distributed network resource
allocation, etc. [13]. In this paper, we focus on this class
of problems. For instance, consider a simple multi-party job
scheduling problem:

Example 1: Alice, Bob and Carol have jobs{1, 2, 3},{4, 5}
and{6, 7} respectively; as depicted in Fig. 1(a) (edges repre-
sent conflicts), some jobs cannot be assigned into the same
time slot due to resource conflicts (i.e. sharing the same
machine); Since each job is held by a specific party, they do
not want to reveal their set of jobs and corresponding assigned
time slots to each other. Given this, is it possible to securely
assign the7 jobs intok time slots?
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Fig. 1. Distributed Graph Coloring Problem

Intuitively, the above scheduling problem can be modeled
as a distributed (among3 parties) k-coloring problem (the
decision problem of graph coloring). Specifically, givenk
different colors (k time slots), the undirected graphG =
(V, E) represents the jobs and their conflicts (as shown in
Fig. 1(a)) – a vertex represents a job, and an edge between
two vertices represents a conflict between the corresponding
jobs. Now, each vertex should be assigned one out ofk colors



(representing the time assignment for a job), with no two
vertices connected by an edge having the same color (no two
jobs having a conflict should be scheduled into the same time
slot). Thus, a feasible k-coloring solution represents a feasible
scheduling solution.

Note that G is partitioned such that each party owns a
subgraph (i.e, holds some vertices and the edges related to
its own vertices). As shown in Fig. 1(a), Alice, Bob and Carol
hold 3, 2 and 2 jobs, respectively. The adjacency matrix of
the graph is thus partitioned as shown in Fig. 1(b). When
formulating and solving this problem, Alice, Bob and Carol
do not want to reveal their partition in the graph and the colors
of their vertices to each other. Hence, the primary goal of
this paper is to propose a privacy-preserving solution for the
distributed graph coloring problem.

Note that, many combinatorial optimization problems (in-
cluding graph-coloring), are NP-hard. This means that exhaus-
tive search is simply not feasible, and no polynomial time
algorithm exists. Thus, securely solving the graph coloring
problem is extremely challenging due to the computational
complexity. Several meta-heuristics such as tabu search have
been proposed to solve the centralized graph coloring problem
by improving the performance of local search with memory
structures [5][6][9]. While meta-heuristics cannot guarantee
an optimal results, they are generally considered to be quite
effective in solving combinatorial optimization problemsand
obtain near-optimal outputs in an acceptable running time.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose an efficient secure al-
gorithm to enable distributed tabu search.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work in privacy-preserving optimization.
Section III formally defines the problem and reviews the tabu
search method for graph coloring. Section IV introduces a
secure and efficient protocol to solve distributed graph coloring
problem, assuming that all parties are honest-but-curious(obey
the protocol), and provides a formal security analysis. Section
V experimentally validates the performance of our approach.
Section VI concludes the paper and discusses some directions
for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There is prior work both in distributed optimization as
well as in secure optimization. Silaghi and Rajeshirke [18]
show that a secure combinatorial problem solver must nec-
essarily pick the result randomly among optimal solutions to
be really secure. Silaghi and Mitra [17] propose arithmetic
circuits for solving constraint optimization problems that are
exponential in the number of variables for any constraint
graph. A significantly more efficient optimization protocol
specialized on generalized Vickrey auctions and based on
dynamic programming is proposed by Suzuki and Yokoo
[19]. Yokoo et al. [24] also propose a scheme using public
key encryption for secure distributed constraint satisfaction.
Atallah et al.[1] propose protocols for secure supply chain
management. However, none of these can be used to solve

the general class of distributed scheduling problems, which is
what we focus on.

Recently, privacy-preserving linear programming problem
[21][12][22][4][3][10] has been well studied to securely solve
the distributed LP problems among multiple parties. How-
ever, little work has been made on securing distributed NP-
hard problems due to the challenging issue of computational
complexity. Sakuma et al. [16] proposed a genetic algorithm
for securely solving two-party distributed traveling salesman
problem (NP-hard). They consider the case that one party
holds the cost vector while the other party holds the tour vector
(this is a special case of multi-party distributed combinatorial
optimization). The distributed TSP problem that is completely
partitioned among multiple parties has been discussed but not
solved in [16]. We consider a more complicated scenario in
another classic combinatorial optimization model (graph col-
oring) that is completely partitioned among multiple parties.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In graph theory, thek-coloring problem represents the
following NP-complete decision problem[15] – does graph
G have a proper vertex coloring withk colors. The (NP-
hard) optimization version of this problem simply seeks the
minimum k that can properly color the given graph. The
minimum k is known as the chromatic number of the graph.
Since, seeking the chromatic number can be reduced to a set of
k-coloring problems, we only consider thek-coloring problem
on distributed graphs in this paper. We first formally define
the graph coloring (decision problem), review tabu search for
graph coloring, and then introduce our solution approach.

A. Graph Coloring Problem Formulation with Scalar Products

When seeking the chromatic numberk or solving thek-
coloring problem, any solution requires that the number of
adjacent vertices having the same color should be0. We thus
denote any two adjacent vertices that have the same color as
a “conflict” in a colored graph. Thus, givenk different colors,
if we let µ represent the total number of conflicts in a colored
G, we thus have: ifmin(µ) = 0, G is k-colorable.

Given k colors, we can represent the color of any vertex
in the graph using ak-dimensional boolean vectorx (domain
Φ(k): all the k-dimensional boolean vectors include only one
“1” and k−1 “0”s). If the ith number in the boolean vector is
1 (all the remaining numbers should be0), the current vertex
is colored with theith color (i ∈ [1, k]). Thus, we letx =
{xi, ∀vi ∈ G} be a coloring solution in ak-coloring problem
wherexi represents the coloring boolean vector for vertexvi.
In addition, given the coloring boolean vectors of two adjacent
verticesxi, xj ∈ x (i 6= j andvi, vj ∈ G), we can represent
the color conflict ofvi and vj in solution x as thescalar
product of xi andxj :

µij(x) =



0 if xi · xj = 0 (vi andvj are not conflicted)
1 if xi · xj = 1 (vi andvj are conflicted)

(1)
whereµ(x) =

∑
∀eij∈G µij(x). We thus formulate thek-

coloring problem as{min :
∑
∀eij∈G xi · xj , s.t.∀vi, vj ∈



G, xi, xj ∈ Φ(k)}. If and only if the optimal value is0, the
problem isk-colorable. When seeking the chromatic number
k, we can solve the above problem using differentk and
choose the minimum colorablek.

B. Tabu Search for Solving Graph Coloring Problems

Tabu search uses a memory structure to enhance the perfor-
mance of a local search method. Once a potential solution has
been determined, it is marked as “taboo”. So the algorithm
does not visit that possibility repeatedly. Tabu search has
been successfully used for graph coloring. Specifically, given
a graphG = (V, E) and k colors, a popular tabu search
algorithm for graph coloring – Tabucol [9] (summarized using
our notation) is described as follows:

1) initialize a solutionx = (∀vi ∈ G, xi ∈ φ(k)) by randomly
selecting colors.

2) iteratively generate neighborsx′ of x until µ(x′) < µ(x) by
changing the color of an endpoint of an arbitrary conflicted
edgevi : xi → x′

i (if no x′ is found withµ(x′) < µ(x) in a
specified number of iterations, find a bestx′ in current set of
neighborhoods where(vi, x

′

i) is not in the tabu list, and letx′

be the next solution).
3) if (vi, x

′

i) is not in the tabu list, make currentx′ (best so far)
as the next solutionx = x′ and add the pair(vi, xi) into the
tabu list; If (vi, x

′

i) is in the tabu list andµ(x′) is still smaller
than µ(x), makex′ as the next solution anyway; Otherwise,
discardx′.

4) repeat step 2,3 untilµ(x′) = 0 or the maximum number of
iterations is reached.

C. Privacy-preserving Tabu Search for DisGC

Recall that Example1 can be modeled by a distributed graph
coloring problem on a graphG whose adjacency matrix is
partitioned amongm parties (each vertex belongs to only one
party). We thus define it as follows:

Definition 1 (Distributed Graph Coloring (DisGC)):
Given k colors and a partitioned graphG = (V, E) where
each vertexvi ∈ V belongs to only one party, does a
k-coloring of G exist?

In the distributed graph, we define two different types of
edges: 1.internal edge: any edgeeij whose endpoints (vi

andvj) are owned by the same party; 2.external edge: any
edgeeij whose endpoints (vi andvj ) belong to two different
parties. Similarly, we define two categories of vertices: 1.
inner vertex: a vertex that does not have any external edge
(e.g.,.v1 in Fig. 1(a)) 2.border vertex: a vertex that has at
least one external edge (e.g.,v2 in Fig. 1(a)).

When m different parties want to collaboratively solve
the DisGC problem, each party does not want to reveal its
partition in G and the colors of its vertices to others. For
instance, suppose we color the graph in Fig. 1(a) usingk = 3
colors, the parties should only learn the relevant information.
For example, Fig. 2(a) gives a3-colored global solution,
corresponding to which Alice, Bob and Carol would only
know the information shown in Fig. 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d),
respectively. Thus, each party only sees the colors assigned to
the vertices in their local graph and cannot even see the color
of the border vertices of other parties that share an external

edge with this party (the vertex existence is known anyway).
For example, in Alice’s view of Bob’s graph, only vertex 4
which is directly connected to vertex 2 in Alice’s graph is
visible to Alice, though its color is not known to Alice.
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Fig. 2. A Secure Solution to the DisGC Problems

Thus, we have two privacy requirements when solving the
DisGC problem: first, protect each party’s subset of the graph
structure including its vertices and the internal edges (the
external edges and their endpoints are inevitably known to the
two parties sharing them); second, protect the color assignment
for each party’s vertices (including the endpoints of the
external edges) in every iteration. A direct method to securely
solve the DisGC problem is by using a trusted third party to
collect partitioned data from all parties, centrally solving the
problem with Tabucol algorithm [9] and distributing the color
of every vertex to the vertex owner. However, if no trusted third
party can be found, a secure protocol is necessary. Therefore,
the goal of this paper is to present a privacy-preserving tabu
search method for solving DisGC without a trusted third party,
assuming that all parties are honest-but-curious. The honest-
but-curious assumption is realistic, and is commonly assumed
in the literature, and the solution can be generalized to fully
malicious adversaries (though at added cost).

IV. PRIVACY-PRESERVINGTABU SEARCH

As mentioned in Section III-B, a typical tabu search algo-
rithm for graph coloring problem includes numerous repeated
computations such as: computing the total number of conflicts
for a solution, searching better neighborhoods for a specific
solution, verifying a new vertex color pair with all the taboos
and updating the tabu list if necessary. We now look at how
all of this can be securely done, starting with some of the
fundamental cryptographic building blocks that will be used
to provide a solution.

A. Fundamental Cryptographic Building Blocks

1) Secure Scalar Product for Secure Conflict Computation:
For any potential solution (a colored graph) to the DisGC
problem, the total number of conflicts corresponding to that
solution must be computed to figure out whether it improves
the objective. As introduced in Section III-A, the total number
of conflicts in a solutionx is denoted byµ(x). µ(x) can be
represented as the sum of all the scalar products of every
two adjacent vertices’ coloring vectors. To securely compute
the scalar product of two endpoints on every external edge,
we use Goethals et al.’s approach [8] which is based on a
public-key homomorphic cryptosystem. This is both simple
and provably secure. The problem is defined as follows:Pa has
an-dimensional vector~X while Pb has an-dimensional vector



~Y . At the end of the protocol,Pa should get vector vector
~X ·~Y +rb whererb is a random number chosen from a uniform
distribution and is known only toPb. The key idea behind the
protocol is to use a homomorphic encryption system such as
the Paillier cryptosystem [14]. A homomorphic cryptosystem
is a semantically-secure public-key encryption system which
has the additional property that given any two encryptions
E(A) and E(B), there exists an encryptionE(A ∗ B) such
that E(A) ∗ E(B) = E(A ∗ B), where∗ is either addition
or multiplication (in some abelian group). The cryptosystems
mentioned above are additively homomorphic (thus the op-
eration∗ denotes addition). Using such a system, it is quite
simple to create a scalar product protocol. IfPa encrypts its
vector ~X and sendsEncpk( ~X) with the public keypk to Pb,
Pb can use the additive homomorphic property to compute
the encrypted sum of scalar product and its random number:
Encpk( ~X ·~Y +rb). Finally,Pb sendsEncpk( ~X ·~Y +rb) back to
Pa. Thus,Pa decrypts and obtain~X · ~Y +rb (rb and ~X · ~Y are
unknown toPa). SincePb cannot decryptEncpk( ~X · ~Y + rb)
with a public key, it cannot learn the scalar product either.

Therefore, we can adopt the above cryptographic building
block to securely compute the total number of conflicting
edgesµ(x) in solutionx (Secure Conflict Computation). Note:
while computingµ(x), it is not necessary to securely compute
the number of each party’s conflicting internal edges inx.
Alternatively, we can let each party independently count them,
and sum the number with its shares in secure scalar product
computation. The detailed steps are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Secure Conflict Computation
Input: G = (V, E) is colored asx ∈ Φ(k) where the color of∀vi ∈ G is denoted

asxi ∈ x.
Output: each partyPa’s shareµa(x) in µ(x) whereµ(x) =

P

∀a
µa(x);

1: for each partyPa do
2: count the total number of its conflicting internal edges asµa(x);
3: for all external edgeseij ∈ G do
4: ∗ ∗ ∗∗ Suppose thatvi andvj belong toPa andPb, respectively.∗ ∗ ∗∗
5: W.o.l.g.Pa creates a public and private key pair(pk, sk);
6: Pa encrypts its color vectorxi asx′

i = Encpk(xi) and sendsx′

i andpk to
Pb;

7: Pb generates a random integerrij , encrypts the scalar product as:x′′

i =
Encpk(xi · xj) ∗ Encpk(rij) with the public keypk, and sendsx′′

i back
to Pa ;

8: Pa decryptsx′′

i with its private keysk and obtainsij = xi · xj + rij ;
9: for each partyPa do
10: µa(x)← µa(x)+

P

∀sij (received from other parties)−
P

∀rij (generated
by Pa);
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Fig. 3. Example for Secure Conflict Computation

Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) provide a simple example of Secure
Conflict Computation. For each external edge, such ase24, e36,
e47 and e56, the scalar product computation is carried out

between the two involved parties. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the
returned value in secure scalar product computation is the
sum of µij(x) and a random numberrij generated by the
other party (Note: the scalar product of every external edgeis
securely computed only once). To generate each party’s output,
each party then sums all the returned values with its number of
conflicting internal edges, and finally subtracts all its generated
random numbers (the sum of all parties’ outputs should be
µ(x)). This protocol is provably secure.

2) Secure Comparison:Given two solutionsx andx′, we
can let each partyPa generate its sharesµa(x) andµa(x′) in
µ(x) andµ(x′) respectively, ensuring thatµ(x) =

∑
∀a µa(x)

and µ(x′) =
∑
∀a µa(x′). However,µ(x) and µ(x′) cannot

be revealed to any party because they may lead to additional
privacy breach in generating neighborhoods.

To securely compareµ(x′) andµ(x) using all parties’ parti-
tioned shares, we can adopt Yao’s secure comparison protocol
[23] that compares any two integers securely. Yao’s generic
method is one of the most efficient methods known. Recently,
FairplayMP [2] is developed for secure multiparty computation
wherem untrusted parties with private inputsx1, . . . , xm wish
to jointly compute a specific functionsfi(x1, . . . , xm) and
securely obtain each party’s output. Specifically, FairplayMP
is implemented by writing functions with a high-level lan-
guage – Secure Function Definition Language (SFDL) 2.0
and describing the participating parties using a configuration
file. The function is then complied into a Boolean circuit,
and a distributed evaluation of the circuit is finally performed
without revealing anything. In our secure comparison, each
party has the shares inµ(x) and µ(x′) respectively; the
function should beµ(x′)−µ(x) (computed by allm parties);
the outputµ(x′) < µ(x) or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x) is generated for
designated parties. Finally, we have to compareµ(x) and0 to
decide whether to terminate the optimization or not. With the
same protocol, we can let all parties securely compareµ(x)
and1 with inputs from all parties (the shares ofµ(x) and1).
The outputµ(x) < 1 or µ(x) ≥ 1 is similarly generated for
corresponding parties.

B. Privacy-preserving Tabu Search

1) Distributed Tabu List:In each iteration of Tabucol algo-
rithm, a set of neighborhoods is generated for current solution
x in local search. While generating a new neighborhoodx′,
if the new vertex color inx′ has already been considered as
a taboo in previous iterations,x′ should be abandoned except
in the case that thatµ(x′) < µ(x) (aspiration criteria). Thus,
checking whether the tabu listT includes a move[x → x′]
(we denote the color change for only one vertex as a move)
is a key step in privacy-preserving tabu search.

Like Hertz[9], we define every taboo inT as a visited color
for a specific vertex. If all parties share a global tabu list,
the taboos inT may reveal private information (each parties’
vertices and unallowed colors). To protect such information,
we can let each partyPa, a ∈ [0, m − 1] establish a tabu
list Ta to record the latest color of one of its vertices that
leads to a critical move (µ(x) reduced move). We thus have



T =
⋃
∀a Ta. Intuitively, since each party manipulates its own

tabu list, distributed tabu list does not breach privacy.
2) Synchronous Move in Local Search:Since tabu search

is a local search based technique, the computation in local
search (generating neighborhoods) is secure. For computing
the number of conflicts and comparing results, secure scalar
product and secure comparison protocols that employ homo-
morphic encryption can be used. However, potential inferences
may still exist even after applying these secure computation
protocols. For example, consider the following scenario:

Example 2 (Inference Scenario): As shown in Fig. 3(a), if
Alice changes the color ofv2 from “Red” to “Green”, the
secure comparison resultµ(x′)−µ(x) ≥ 0 is learnt by Alice.
Thus, Alice can infer that the color ofv4 (belonging to Bob)
is “Green” .

The above inference results from the output that is revealed
in each iteration (the result of comparingµ(x) and µ(x′)).
We eliminate such inferences by slightly modifying local
search. Specifically, if any border vertexvi is chosen for move
while generating neighborhoods, we allow another party to
locally change the color of one of its vertices or opt todo
nothing. We denote this mechanism assynchronous move.
The inferences due to conflicting external edges and other
parties’ border vertex colors (i.e. Example 2) can be eliminated
with synchronous move since both parties cannot learn the
external edge conflict from the outputs of secure comparison.

With this modification, some generated neighborhoods may
include two moves. Since the number of moves is at most2,
the performance of local search does not degrade noticeably
– our experimental evaluation in Section V shows that the
performance remains close to Tabucol algorithm [9].

To improve the search performance, the vertex (either inner
or border vertex) whose color is changed ispreferentially
chosen from the vertices that are the endpoints of edges with
conflicts. Since only the conflicting internal edges are known to
corresponding parties, we can iteratively let each party change
the color of the endpoints of its conflicting internal edges.
When moving an inner vertex, the party can independently
compare two unknown numbersµ(x′) andµ(x) (by comparing
its shares inµ(x′) and µ(x)) and check its tabu list along
with specific operations on its vertices colors inx′ (update
x and tabu list withx′, or abandonx′). On the other hand,
moving a border vertex requires secure computation of all
scalar products and secure comparison ofµ(x′) and µ(x).
Hence, while changing a border vertex color by one party,
our privacy-preserving tabu search protocol calls synchronous
move, secure conflict computation and secure comparison.
The result of secure comparison is only revealed to the two
involved parties. These parties use this information to check
and update their tabu lists along with specific operations on
their vertices’ colors inx′.

3) Privacy-preserving Tabu Search:In our secure tabu
search protocol, each party iteratively executes Tabu search on
its local graph to eliminate all the conflicting internal edges.
(Each party’s local graph is a subgraph ofG. Hence, if the
local graph is notk-colorable, the protocol can be terminated

Algorithm 2 Privacy-preserving Tabu Search
Input: m partiesP0, . . . , Pm−1, GraphG = (V, E);

1: initialize a solutionx: randomly coloring all vertices by all parties;
2: call Secure Conflict Computation: each party hold a share ofµ(x): ∀a ∈ [0, m−

1], µa(x);
3: for party Pa, a ∈ [0, m− 1] do
4: while the number ofPa’s conflicting internal edges is greater than0 do
5: Pa generates a neighborhoodx′ by changing the color of vertexvi that is

the endpoint of one of its conflicting internal edges:xi → x′

i;
6: if vi is an inner vertexthen
7: Pa locally compare its shares inµa(x) andµa(x′) and check its tabu

list Ta ;
8: if µa(x′) < µa(x) then
9: let x = x′, update the tabu listTa and continue;

10: else
11: pick a random partyPb (b 6= a) to possibly change the color of vertex

vj : xj → x′

j (x′ is generated by synchronous move);
12: call Secure Conflict Computation and Secure Comparison forµ(x′) and

µ(x);
13: if µ(x′) < µ(x) then
14: let x = x′, update the tabu listTa , Tb by Pa , Pb respectively and

continue;
15: if x’s rep neighborhoods are generated (rep is given), choose a best

neighborhoodx′ where(vi, x′

i) /∈ Ta , let x = x′ and updateTa (vi is
an inner vertex ofPa);

16: if Pa’s partition inG cannot bek-colored in maximum number of iterations,
terminates protocol with output:G is not k-colorable;

17: if Pa’s partition isk-colored,Pa can move its border vertices to generate new
k-coloring solutions (call synchronous move, secure conflict computation and
secure comparison);

18: call Secure Comparison to compareµ(x) and 1 among allm parties;
19: if µ(x) < 1, terminates protocol with output:G is k-colorable by solutionx;
20: if µ(x) ≥ 1 after a given number of iterations, terminates protocol with output:

G is not k-colorable;
21: a = (a + 1) mod m;

with output thatG is not k-colorable). During local search,
each party moves inner or border vertices (with synchronous
move). If the party executing tabu search in the given iteration
does not have any conflicting internal edge (local k-coloring
is attained), this party may move one of its border vertices
that triggers synchronous move, or skip its local search and
pass control to the next party. In addition, in each move, tabu
list is locally checked and aspiration criteria is applied to
every solution (locally for inner vertex move or globally for
synchronous move in two parties’ tabu lists). Finally, in each
iteration after a party finishes k-coloring of its local graph,
secure comparison protocol is called to check if an optimal
solution is obtained (i.e.,µ(x) = 0). Since the output of secure
comparison is divided into< and≥, the algorithm compares
µ(x) with 1. If µ(x) = 0, the secure tabu search is terminated
with k-colorable output. Ifµ(x) ≥ 1 after a given number of
iterations, the tabu search is terminated with an output that G
is not k-colorable. The detailed steps are presented in Fig. 4
and Algorithm 2.

C. Security Analysis

The exchanged messages of PPTS protocol occurs primar-
ily in two sub-protocols: secure scalar product computation
and secure comparison. Thus, the security of our algorithm
depends on the security of these two algorithms. Given these
secure protocols, the security proof comes down to demon-
strating that the output of those protocols can be simulated
knowing one’s own input and the final results. The composi-
tion theorem [7] then enables completing the proof of security.
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Fig. 4. Privacy-preserving Tabu Search Protocol

Theorem 1:PPTS privately solves thek-coloring problem
where each partyPa learns:

1) Its share in the secure conflict computation
2) The secure comparison result in synchronous moves

involving Pa

Proof: Since PPTS protocol is symmetric, proving that
the view of one party can be simulated with its own input
and output suffices to prove it for all parties. We now show
how to simulate the messages received by an arbitrary party
Pa, a ∈ [0, m − 1]. While Pa is chosen to color its partition
(this is iteratively done in PPTS), two cases occur.

First, if Pa changes the color of its inner vertices (Step 6-
9), Pa learns onlyµ(x′) < µ(x) or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x) by locally
comparing its shares inµ(x′) and µ(x). Other parties learn
nothing (the number of iterations to colorPa’s partition is
also unknown to other parties). Hence, these can be simulated
by simply executing those steps.

Second, if Pa moves one of its border vertices, a syn-
chronous move is triggered.Pa now receives the share of
secure conflict computation:sij (w.o.l.g. we let Pa be the
receiver of sij rather than the creator ofrij ), and learns
the secure comparison result of two solutions (x and x′):
µ(x′) < µ(x) or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x). We now examinePa’s view
in Step 10-14 (and possibly include Step 17) and build a
polynomial simulator that runs for the known synchronous
moves as below:

• The share of every secure scalar product computation
sij = xi·xj+rij can be simulated by generating a random
from the uniform probability distribution overF (Note:
we assume thatsij are scaled to fixed precision over a
closed field, enabling such a selection). Thus,Prob[T =
t] = Prob[sij = t] = Prob[rij = t − sij ] = 1

F
, and the

shares can be simulated in polynomial time.
• In every synchronous move,Pa receivesµ(x′) < µ(x)

or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x). This cannot be directly simulated
unless we know the result of the scalar product of two
border vertices:xi · xj . The simulator can generate any
comparison results by changing the color of such border
vertex. Since the probability of generatingµ(x′) < µ(x)
or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x) based on moving border vertices is

deterministic, this output can be simulated in polynomial
time as well.

Thus, Theorem 1 has been proven. Note that, effectively, a
party can learn at most the color of the border vertex of another
party with which it shares an edge. This is useless in the
intermediate stages (since the color is not fixed). In the final
solution, since typically the number of shared border vertices
is significantly smaller than the total number of vertices, the
leaked information is not very significant.

There are several remaining issues. First, since our simulator
is also a meta-heuristic, the worst case running time is not
polynomial. This is a problem-dependent issue: if the problem
is always solved by tabu search in polynomial time, then the
simulator is guaranteed to be polynomial, and the protocol is
secure. Second, some additional minor information is probably
leaked. For example, in the output of PPTS, givenk-colorable
solution, the colors ofPa’s adjacent vertices (belong to other
parties) can be known (toPa) with a different color from
corresponding adjacent vertex. This is unavoidable in the
DisGC problem (even if we build a trusted third party, it is
learnt by other parties with the output). Moreover, the number
of iteratively calling different parties to color its partition and
the fact thatµ(x) > 0 until the last step are also revealed.
These pieces of information are trivial and do not significantly
impact the security of the PPTS protocol.

D. Communication and Computational Cost Analysis

Given a distributed graph withn vertices andne external
edges, in PPTS protocol, we assume thatm parties are
repeatedly called to locally color their partition forc times
and ℓ synchronous moves are executed during coloring of
the partition by a party. Based on this, we can discuss the
computation and computational cost of the PPTS protocol.

1) Communication Cost:Note that only secure conflict
computation and secure comparison require communication of
messages among parties. Since conflict computation for each
external edge requires two communication messages, the total
number of messages generated for secure conflict computation
is 2c ∗ (ne ∗ ℓ+1), whereO(ne) = O(n2). Thus, the commu-
nication complexity of secure scalar product computation in
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Fig. 5. Total Number of Conflicts (µ(x)) in each Iteration

PPTS isO(cn2ℓ). Moreover, every secure comparison requires
O(m) parties to compute the output. Since the number of
communication messages in every secure comparison equals
to the number of computing parties [11] and PPTS includes
c ∗ (ℓ + 1) secure comparison, the communication complexity
of secure comparison in PPTS isO(cmℓ).

2) Computation Cost:Since each party triggersℓ syn-
chronous moves while coloring its partition,c ∗ ℓ + 1 secure
conflict computations andc ∗ (ℓ + 1) secure comparisons
are required in PPTS. If the runtime of a single secure
scalar product computation and a single secure comparison
is denoted byts and tc respectively, the additional cost can
be estimated as(c ∗ ℓ ∗ ne + 1) ∗ ts + c ∗ (ℓ + 1) ∗ tc. Thus,
the computational complexity of PPTS isO(cn2ℓ) for secure
scalar product andO(cℓ) for secure comparison.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experiments Setup

For the experiments, we randomly generate graphs with
the number of verticesN and the density of the graphρ
(probability of the existence of an edge between any two given
vertices). Each generated graph is partitioned among10 parties
(P0, P1, . . . , P9), we let each party hold N/10 vertices. In each
test, we generate10 graphs with the sameN andρ, and report
the average of the results.

We compare our privacy-preserving tabu search (PPTS) al-
gorithm with Tabucol [9] using the same group of graphs.Both
algorithms are terminated if no k-colorable solution can be
found in 105 iterations. We let each party hold a tabu list
with length N/10 in PPTS while the overall tabu list in
Tabucol is established with lengthN/10. In synchronous move
of PPTS algorithm, we assume thatPb (the second party)
has 50% chance of skipping a move. Futhermore, in PPTS
algorithm, Paillier cryptosystem [14] with 512-bit and 1024-bit
key is used for homomorphic encryption (securely computing
number of conflicts). For FairplayMP [2], sufficiently large
modulus length for 10 parties (i.e. 128 bits) is used for secure
comparison. All the experiments are performed on an HP
machine with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 3GHz and 6GB RAM.

Our goal is to validate two hypotheses: 1. the optimal
results (chromatic number) of solving DisGC problem using
PPTS are close to the results of Tabucol (this indicates that
our approach is as accurate as any general meta-heuristic for

graph coloring; 2. the computation time of PPTS is reasonable.
Thus, for the first goal, we compute the chromatic number of
distributed graphs with varying number of vertices #V={100,
200, 300, 500, 1000} and for two different densitiesρ=10%
and 30% using PPTS and Tabucol (for each pair of #V and
ρ, we generate 10 distributed graphs; 512-bit key is used).
For the second goal, first, we compute the runtime of PPTS
with 512-bit key and with 1024-bit key and compare it with
Tabucol for varying #V={100, 200, 300, 500, 1000} and
fixed ρ=20% (Fig. 6b); second, we perform the comparison
between the exection time of PPTS and Tabucol for varying
ρ = {2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%} and fixed #V=500 (Fig. 6c).

B. Experimental Results

1) PPTS Solution Quality:Fig. 5 depicts the number of
total conflicts µ(x) and the number of iterations required
by PPTS and Tabucol for three different graphs (k is set
slightly greater than the optimal chromatic number). While
solving DisGC on these three graphs, the improvements (re-
ducedµ(x)) in each iteration of both approaches are similar.
PPTS generally requires more iterations than Tabucol. Thisis
unavoidable because due to the privacy concern, the algorithm
does not know which external edges cause conflict, and there-
fore cannot improve only upon the conflicting edges. Thus,
the search performance is slightly lower, but still acceptable.

Fig. 6(a) shows the chromatic number (min k) for distributed
graphs with different size and density (for each pair of #V
andρ, we randomly generate 10 graphs, solve them with two
algorithms and different k, and choose the min k). In general,
the optimum performance of the two algorithms is similar.

2) PPTS Efficiency:As the communication cost is small
compared to the computation cost (each single computation
consumes significantly more time), we evaluate the efficiency
of PPTS with respect to computation time. As shown in Fig.
6(b) and 6(c), the runtime of PPTS with 512-bit and 1024-bit is
not excessive (approximately 30 hours are required to securely
solve a 10-party distributed graph coloring problem with 1000
vertices and density 20%). This can also be improved by using
cryptographic accelerators or parallelizing the computation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a privacy-preserving tabu
search method to solve the distributed graph coloring problem
with limited information disclosure. Our solution createsa
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privacy-preserving version of the existing Tabucol algorithm
by making use of several cryptographic building blocks in
novel ways. It also provides a roadmap for generalizing
the solution to other distributed combinatorial optimization
problems. Given the iterative nature of the solution, we
also identify the possible inference attacks on the output in
each iteration, and propose a synchronous move mechanism
to resolve such problems. We analyze the computation and
communication complexity of our modified tabu search, and
experimentally show that the PPTS protocol provides nearly
identical optimum performance as Tabucol without sacrificing
efficiency for privacy.

There are several interesting future directions. While we
examine a specific data partitioning for the DisGC problem,
other data partitions are also possible. For example, perhaps a
party may hold the information about graph edges rather than
graph vertices (this could happen, for example in scheduling).
We plan to explore this problem and develop solutions for it.
Secondly, while graph coloring has many applications, there
are several other combinatorial optimization problems, such
as knapsack and vehicle routing, that are naturally distributed.
We plan to explore how our privacy-preserving tabu search
can be applied in these domains. Finally, while tabu-search
is generally quite useful, it does not work well for all appli-
cations. There are several other algorithms such as simulated
annealing, or genetic algorithms that also enjoy wide usage.
We will look at how such algorithms could be made privacy-
preserving in the future.
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